
EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK 1ST MOVEMENT MOZART

Eine kleine Nachtmusik K. , is a composition for a chamber ensemble by Wolfgang This first movement is in
sonata-allegro form. It opens with an ascending Mannheim rocket theme. The second theme is more graceful and in D
major, the.

The first theme II. Unsuccessful, they returned in September, and Mozart entered his final flurry of
compositional activity in Salzburg. Possible extra movement[ edit ] In the catalog entry mentioned above ,
Mozart listed the work as having five movements "Allegro â€” Minuet and Trio â€” Romance â€” Minuet and
Trio â€” Finale. The minuet is in the home key of G major, the contrasting trio in the dominant key of D
major. The Andante is characteristically more intimate, again in a restrained fashionâ€”almost a string quartet,
with the winds used as touches of color only. It opens with an ascending Mannheim rocket theme. Mozart
specifies repeats not just for the exposition section but also for the following development and recapitulation
section. The Menuetto is again more chamber-like, but the near constant dotted rhythms lend it an almost
aggressive edge, an attitude that persists into the finale. The exposition closes in D major and is repeated. The
work ends with a long coda. See media help. In terms of character, this slow movement is more imperial than
sentimental. There is also a surprising amount of harmonic ambiguity here for a movement that is so brief,
with the violins and the bass each refusing to settle into the expected dominant area. As is normal in this form,
the minuet is played again da capo following the trio. Romanze: Andante[ edit ] The second movement, with
the tempo marked Andante , is a Romanze in the subdominant key of C major. Written in the same key as the
symphony and in the same city, the Bassoon Concerto in B-flat Major was likely intended for one of the two
bassoonists employed by Colloredo. The closing rondo is more extroverted, but is cast as a minuet that is more
courtly and dignified than the frivolity of the earlier symphony finale. Performed by the Advent Chamber
Orchestra Problems playing this file? The piece turns on a series of memorable tunes that have come to define
our appreciation of Mozart. The Allegro spiritoso condenses the essence of sonata form. The development
section begins on D major and touches on D minor and C major before the work returns to G major for the
recapitulation. The movement is written in sonata form regardless of the fact that it is originally marked as
'Rondo'. If not quite seductive, the serenade is meant to be emotionally persuasive, and it has certainly
succeeded.


